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B R I E F C A S E    B B  

The Briefcase Blues Brothers can appear in various sizes to suit any venue or occasion. 

They have appeared at pubs, clubs, parties, weddings, gala events, theatres and festivals  

SHOW OPTIONS 

If you’re looking for something special for your party, or a theme for your event, 

 

The Blues Brothers is a perennial favourite. Jake & Elwood can make a personal appear-
ance and entertain your guests with a lively an energetic show that can fit even the 
smallest of venues and budgets. They can provide a show consisting of up to 2 x 45 min 
sets, performing live vocals backed by professionally produced tracks. 

If you want a bigger band with live musicians but don’t have a lot of space or budget 
then the 4 piece playback band is an ideal option. Jake and Elwood are backed on stage 
by live Drums and Bass guitar, supported with professionally produced backing tracks 
providing the other orchestrations. This line-up can provide a show consisting of up to 2 
x 45 min sets. 
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THE 4 PIECE “PLAYBACK” BAND 

If you want a bigger band with live musicians but don’t have a lot of 
space or budget then the 4 piece playback band is an ideal option. Jake 
and Elwood are backed on stage by live Drums and Bass guitar, support-
ed with professionally produced backing tracks providing the other or-
chestrations. This lineup can provide a show consisting of up to 2 x 45 

min sets. 

 

THE 6 PIECE “LIVE” BAND 

If you want a fully live band then The Briefcase Blues Brothers can per-
form as a 6 piece band. With live Drums, Guitar, Bass Guitar and Key-

boards backing Jake & Elwood, this line-up can react immediately to the 
audience’s reaction, changing the set and song arrangements effortlessly 
to ensure that each performance is perfectly matched to each individual 
event. Made up of world class professional musicians the band can per-

form up to 2 hours worth of material. 

 

THE 8 PIECE “SHOWBAND” 

For the full Theatre experience the band perform as an 8 piece, adding 
live Trumpet and Saxophone to the 6 piece band. This complete line-up 
is the one that performs in theatres across the UK and is also incredibly 

popular with festivals, Gala functions and corporate events.  
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